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ABSTRACT 
 
The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) height separates turbulently mixed air and 
pollutants emitted at the ground from the free troposphere above and is an important 
parameter in numerical weather prediction and air pollution dispersion models. 
Discerning the ABL height over mountainous terrain has historically been difficult 
because of, for example, complex interactions with upper level winds, venting of 
humidity and aerosols into the free troposphere, and large spatiotemporal variability. 
ABL over mountainous terrain (MT) can closely follow the terrain, be flat, or be 
shallower than surrounding valleys depending on the time of day, synoptic conditions, 
and effects of the surrounding terrain.  
To determine the ABL behavior over MT, meteorological and greenhouse gas 
data collected by NASA aircraft during accents and descents over mountains across 
Central and Southern California during the 2009-2018 Student Airborne Research 
Programs (SARP) were analyzed. Synoptic conditions for California from 2009-2018 
were analyzed via 1000-500 hPa geopotential heights and mean sea level pressure self-
organized maps created from North American Regional Reanalysis data. Synoptic ridging 
occurred during each of the 2009-2018 NASA SARP research flights. Hyper-terrain and 
terrain following ABL behavior over MT were favored when a strong thermal low 
formed in the Central and Imperial Valleys and an upper level ridge was centered over 
California. This new knowledge of ABL behavior over MT during synoptic ridging can 
be now compared versus numerical weather and pollution modeling to assess the 
accuracy of their forecasts of this important parameter.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Mountainous and other complex, hilly terrain cover half of the Earth’s land 
surface (Meybeck et al. 2001), and these topographic features induce often far-ranging 
effects on the Earth’s weather and climate at multiple scales (De Wekker and Kossmann 
2015; American Meteorological Society (AMS) 2019). Of particular interest is the 
influence of mountainous terrain (MT) on the behavior of the atmospheric boundary layer 
(ABL) which is the atmospheric layer that interacts directly with the Earth’s surface on a 
temporal scale of a few hours or less (Stull 1988). The upper limit of the ABL is known 
as the ABL height and separates turbulently mixed air and pollutants emitted at the 
ground from the free troposphere above while also serving as an important parameter in 
both numerical weather prediction and air pollution dispersion models (De Wekker and 
Kossmann 2015).  
The transition from the ABL to the free troposphere is marked by a change in 
many meteorological parameters, such as temperature, humidity, winds, and aerosol 
levels, from which the ABL height can be inferred (Dai et al. 2014). Likewise, a 
multitude of methods exist for determining ABL heights from these parameters, 
including: airborne light detection and ranging (lidar) (Werner et al. 1978), satellite 
remote soundings (Fetzer et al. 2004), radio wind profilers (Bianco 2011), radiosonde 
soundings (Dai et al. 2014), and aircraft soundings (Shaw et al. 2007) among other 
methods (Emeis et al. 2008). Over flat terrain, the changes in these parameters often 
agree in diagnosing ABL heights have been well described in their development and 
  
 
 
 
2 
behavior (Stull 1988). However, discerning the ABL height over MT is difficult due to 
complex interactions with upper level winds, venting of humidity and aerosols into the 
free troposphere, and large spatiotemporal variability (De Wekker and Kossmann 2015).  
De Wekker and Kossmann posited that ABL behavior over MT is driven by 
atmospheric stability, synoptic conditions, and scale of the underlying terrain (2015). The 
purpose of this study was to use 2009-2018 National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) Student Airborne Research Program (SARP) in situ research 
aircraft data to determine ABL behavior over MT and compare these behaviors with 
synoptic weather conditions. ABL heights over MT can be diagnosed by plotting 
atmospheric variables versus height from vertical profiles created by aircraft ascents and 
descents.  
Upon examination, differences in the atmospheric variables of potential 
temperature, water vapor, turbulence, and greenhouse gas (GHG) enhancement ratios of 
the air layers with respect to height were used to determine whether the aircraft was in the 
ABL or free troposphere and discern the ABL height at the altitude the aircraft crossed 
between the two (Dai et al. 2014). The ABL heights could then be compared with plots of 
underlying topography to determine the ABL behavior as described by De Wekker and 
Kossmann 2015. Background values for each GHG were calculated from 2018 NASA 
SARP free tropospheric profiles and subtracted from lower tropospheric observed GHG 
concentrations to calculate GHG enhancements. Combinations of GHG enhancements 
were divided against each other to create GHG enhancement ratios which were then 
  
 
 
 
3 
plotted versus height to assist in diagnosing ABL heights from the aircraft vertical 
profiles over MT. 
Once the ABL behaviors were categorized, the behaviors could be compared with 
the synoptic conditions as derived from self-organized maps (SOMs) which is a graphical 
expression of clustering analysis of the synoptic conditions (Sheridan and Lee 2011). As 
each NASA SARP occurred during the summer over California, so synoptic ridging was 
the primary synoptic condition experienced for the 2009-2018 research flights. 
Correlations and descriptive statistics provided insight to the influence of synoptic 
conditions on the ABL behaviors as well as the impact of diurnal heating on the 
development of ABL behavior. 
Knowledge gained on ABL behavior over MT through this study could then be 
compared versus numerical weather and pollution modeling to assess the accuracy of 
their forecasts of this important parameter. Additionally, GHG monitoring sites are often 
located in MT and assumed to sample from the free troposphere (Sharma and Barnes 
2016). Therefore, knowing more about the ABL behavior can provide insights into 
whether these stations are making observations in the free troposphere or within the ABL 
which can provide more accurate information on the true free tropospheric concentrations 
of these important atmospheric constituents.  
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STUDY AREA AND METHODS 
 
From the summer of 2009 through present, the Earth Science Division of the 
NASA has hosted an eight-week SARP for college undergraduates. During the first two 
weeks of each SARP, research flights were conducted from the NASA Armstrong facility 
using aircraft specially outfitted with varying scientific instruments, including the NASA 
DC-8 Airborne Science Laboratory, NASA P-3B Airborne Laboratory, and NASA C-23 
Sherpa (Table 1; Aknan 2019). Of these aircraft, the NASA DC-8 Airborne Science 
Laboratory, which is a modified, four-engine Douglas DC-8 jetliner, was used for eight 
of the ten years considered in this study with the other aircraft being used during NASA 
SARPs in which the DC-8 was required for other airborne science missions such as 
Operation IceBridge (Figure 1; Table 2.1; Connor 2017; NASA 2011; Aknan 2019).  
Table 2.1. NASA SARP 2009-2018 flight statistics (Aknan 2019). 
Year # of Flights Aircraft Month(s) Days 
2009 2 DC-8 July 22, 24 
2010 3 DC-8 June/July 28, 29, 1 
2011 5 DC-8 June/July 27, 29, 1 
2012 6 P-3B June 25, 26, 27 
2013 5 DC-8 June 17, 18, 19 
2014 5 DC-8 June 23, 24, 25 
2015 5 DC-8 June 22, 23, 24 
2016 2 DC-8 June 17, 18 
2017 6 C-23 June 26, 27 
2018 4 DC-8 June 25, 26, 27 
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Figure 2.1. NASA DC-8 Airborne Science Laboratory (Schaller 2018). 
 
Each year, the instruments onboard the aircraft measured meteorological variables 
of pressure and temperature along with the geographic position of the aircraft at one 
second resolution yielding a dataset with a high temporal resolution (NASA 2011). Total 
air temperature (TAT) was measured by a Rosemont 102 E4AL unheated TAT system 
(NASA 2011). Static air temperature, which is the ambient air temperature at the current 
position of the aircraft, was calculated from TAT corrected for aircraft speed (NASA 
2011). Static air temperature had an effective range from -99 to 60℃ and an accuracy of 
±1.0466 ℃ (NASA 2011).  
Static air pressure was calculated by the Aircraft-Integrated Meteorological 
Measurement System (AIMMS-20) which used a wing-mounted, air data probe, pitot 
tube system to calculate barometric pressure with an accuracy of ± 200 Pa (Aventech 
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Research Inc. 2020; NASA 2011). The static air pressure was referenced versus the US 
Standard Atmosphere 1962 to calculate the pressure altitude with an effective range to 
17,480 m and average accuracy of 3.0 m (NASA 2011). Both static air pressure and 
temperature were used to compute potential temperature which is “the temperature that a 
dry air parcel would have if lowered adiabatically to a level of 1,000 mb pressure” 
(NASA 2011 Appendix C, p. 16). Potential temperature (θ) was calculated according to 
the mathematical expression, 
𝜃 = 𝑇(௣బ
௣
)
ோ೏ ௖೛ൗ ,    Eq. 1 
where T is the temperature, p0 is the reference pressure, p is the static pressure, Rd is the 
gas constant for dry air, and cp is the specific heat of dry air at constant pressure (AMS 
2012). 
Instruments capable of measuring moisture, greenhouse gas concentrations, three-
dimensional wind were additionally carried aboard the research aircraft during certain 
years as given in Table 2.2 (Aknan 2019). All moisture parameters were measured by 
each aircraft’s Edgetech Model 137 three-stage chilled mirror hygrometer system and 
were available for each year considered in this study except 2009 (Table 2.2; NASA 
2011; Aknan 2019). The Edgetech hygrometers had a range of -50 to +90℃ with an 
accuracy of ±0.2℃ (NASA 2011). Moisture data was recorded in dew points and 
converted to partial pressure of water vapor (pwv) via the approximation, 
𝑝௪௩ = (𝑇ௗ + 273.15)ିସ.ଽଶ଼ଷ × (10
ቆଶଷ.ହହଵ଼ା൬ షమవయ .ర೅೏శమళయ.భఱ
൰ቇ
)  Eq. 2 
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(Parish and Putnam 1977). pwv was converted to parts per million volume water vapor 
(PPMv) via the equation, 
𝑃𝑃𝑀௩ =
௣ೢೡ
௣
 × 10଺,      Eq. 3 
where p equals total pressure (Vaisala 2013). PPMv was selected as the appropriate unit 
to display moisture in vertical profiles as PPMv presents the quantity of water in the 
atmosphere for each datum, independent of temperature. 
Table 2.2. NASA SARP data parameters 2009-2018 (Aknan 2019). 
Year 3-Dimensional 
Wind 
Water 
Vapor 
Potential 
Temperature 
Carbon 
Monoxide 
Carbon 
Dioxide 
Methane 
2009 
  
X 
   
2010 
 
X X 
   
2011 
 
X X 
   
2012 
 
X X 
   
2013 
 
X X 
   
2014 
 
X X 
   
2015 
 
X X 
   
2016 
 
X X 
   
2017 
 
X X 
   
2018 X X X X X X 
 
GHG concentrations analyzed in this study included carbon monoxide (CO), 
carbon dioxide (CO2), and methane (CH4) (Table 2.2; Aknan 2019). For the 2018 NASA 
SARP, GHG concentrations were measured for each of these gases using a dried 
sampling air system and a cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) based PICCARO 
G2401-m In-flight Gas Concentration Analyzer (Aknan 2019). A description of the 
CRDS technique is described by Filges et al. 2018 (pp. 5281): 
The CRDS technique determines the mole fraction of a gas using the decay 
time of light intensity (“ring-down time”) due to absorption  by  the  gas.  
Laser light of a  specific  set of wavelengths is injected into a mirrored 
sample cell (the “cavity”,  35 cm3,  effective  optical  path  length  15–20 
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km), which is flushed with the sample gas. When the light intensity reaches 
a predetermined threshold, the laser is turned off, after  which  the  optical  
energy  in  the  cavity  decays  with  a characteristic exponential time 
constant of the light intensity in the cavity (the ring-down). The total 
absorption of the cavity (including both the absorption of the gas and the 
loss of the mirrors) is calculated directly from the exponential time constant.  
By tuning  the  wavelength  of  the  laser,  a  specific spectral line of a species 
is scanned and analysis of the obtained spectrogram provides the peak 
height, which at constant  pressure  and  temperature  is  proportional  to  
the  mole fraction of the species. The  analyzer  uses  selected  spectral  lines  
in  the  infrared for the measurements: at 1603 nm for12C16O2, at 1651 nm 
for 12CH4 and H162O, and at 1567 nm for 12C16O. 
 
Precision and drift at standard temperature and pressure (STP) reported by 
Piccaro Inc. for its G2401-m In-flight Gas Concentration Analyzer for each GHG are 
listed in Table 2.3 in parts per billion (ppb) (2020). Samples were analyzed with an 
average frequency of 0.4 Hz, and the mid-point of the sampling period used to display the 
data versus altitude in vertical profiles (Aknan 2019). Vertical profiles were then created 
and analyzed for each GHG for every vertical profile of NASA SARP 2018.  
Table 2.3. Uncertainty statistics for Piccaro G2401-m In-flight Gas Concentration 
Analyzer (2020). 
GHG Precision Drift at STP over 24 hours 
CO ≤30 ppb ≤15 ppb 
CO2 ≤200 ppb ≤200 ppb 
CH4 ≤2 ppb ≤1.5 ppb 
 
 Enhancement ratios were then calculated for each of the GHGs. An enhancement 
is the amount of a measured gas species minus its background amount often denoted by 
the Greek letter delta, (∆) followed by the species name (Yokelson et al. 2013). Hence, an 
enhancement ratio is the quotient of the enhancements of two gasses (Yokelson et al. 
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2013). As an example, the enhancement ratio between CH4 and CO2 (
∆஼ுర
∆஼ைమ
) can be 
calculated via the following formula, 
∆஼ுర
∆஼ைమ
=  
஼ுర೘೐ೌೞೠೝ೐೘೐೙೟ ି ஼ுర್ೌ೎ೖ೒ೝ೚ೠ೙೏
஼ைమ೘೐ೌೞೠೝ೐೘೐೙೟ ି ஼ைమ್ೌ೎ೖ೒ೝ೚ೠ೙೏
.   Eq. 4 
Background values for each GHG was calculated from 2018 NASA SARP data. 
During the 27 June 2018 NASA SARP flight, the NASA DC-8 Airborne Science 
laboratory ascended over twelve kilometers and then descended in a spiral in order to 
perform a maneuver to validate satellite data. This flightpath provided two complete 
profiles of the atmosphere from below the boundary layer to above the tropopause 
(Figure 2.2). Sections of these profiles determined to be below the boundary layer or 
above the tropopause were eliminated to create a dataset of GHG measurements taken 
only in the free troposphere (McClure et al. 2016). All free tropospheric values of each 
GHG were then averaged to calculate background GHG presented in Table 2.4. 
 
Figure 2.2 Altitude (blue) and underlying topography (black) versus time for 27 June 
2018 NASA SARP flight. 
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Table 2.4. Free tropospheric background GHG concentrations in parts per million (ppm) 
to four significant figures calculated from NASA SARP 27 June 2018 flight data. 
GHG Background 
CO 0.07959 ppm 
CO2 409.6 ppm 
CH4 1.877 ppm 
 
Three-dimensional wind was measured for the 2018 NASA SARP by the 
Meteorological Measurement System (MMS) onboard the DC-8 Airborne Laboratory 
(Zavaleta 2020). The MMS consisted of an air motion sensing system, an inertial 
navigation system (INS), and a data acquisition system (Scott et al. 1990). In essence, the 
MMS measures static and total pressure from precision pressure transducers at different 
angles, calculates the air velocity with respect to the earth using data from the INS and 
trigonometry, and then stores the three-component motion wind vector as digital data 
(Scott et al. 1990).  
 
Figure 2.3. MMS probe installed on DC-8 Airborne Science Laboratory (Bui et al. 2018). 
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The three-component wind vector was broken down as the u-component being the 
wind in the east-west axis, the v-component being the wind in the north-south axis, and 
the w-component being the wind in the vertical axis (Scott et al. 1990). The three-
component wind data was recorded at a spatial resolution of 1 Hz (Bui et al. 2018). The 
accuracy and precision of each component is listed in Table 2.5. 
Table 2.5. NASA SARP 2018 DC-8 Airborne Science Laboratory MMS accuracy and 
precision (Bui et al. 2018). 
Wind Component Accuracy Precision 
u ±1 m/s ±0.1 m/2 
v ±1 m/s ±0.1 m/2 
w ±0.3 m/s ±0.05 m/2 
 
 The time derivatives of the u-, v-, and w-components of the wind were then 
computed for each datum of the 2018 NASA SARP flights via the formulae, 
𝑑𝑢 = |𝑢௡ − 𝑢௡ାଵ|,    Eq. 5  
𝑑𝑣 = |𝑣௡ − 𝑣௡ାଵ|,    Eq. 6  
𝑑𝑤 = |𝑤௡ − 𝑤௡ାଵ|,    Eq. 7  
where 𝜗n is the component of the wind at time n, 𝜗n+1 is the component of the wind one 
second later, and d𝜗 is the derivative of the 𝜗-component of the wind. The turbulence 
normalized by the change in flight altitude, dTurb, was then computed using each of the 
three component time derivatives of the wind by the equation, 
(ௗ௨ାௗ௩ା(ௗ௪×ଵ଴))
ଷ
=  𝑑𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏.    Eq. 8 
Since the w-component of the wind and, therefore, the derivative, tended to be an order 
of magnitude less than u- and v-components, dw was multiplied by ten so that each 
component was equally weighted when computing the turbulence (Bui et al. 2018).  
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 Plotting atmospheric variables such as turbulence and potential temperature 
versus height during an aircraft descent or ascent creates a vertical profile, which can be 
interpreted to find the changes in the air layers associated with the ABL height (De 
Wekker and Kossmann 2015). Considering that the definition of the ABL height is the 
boundary that separates turbulently mixed air and pollutants emitted at the ground from 
the free troposphere (De Wekker and Kossmann 2015), plotting turbulence versus 
altitude is the preferred method of determining ABL heights, and, hence, ABL behavior 
since changes in the other meteorological or trace gas parameters may be independent of 
the changes in turbulence that define the true ABL boundary (Dai et al. 2014).  
Turbulence data was only available for the 2015 and 2018 NASA SARPs (Table 
2.2; Aknan 2019), and due to the complex dynamic processes over MT, discerning ABL 
heights in these areas is inherently difficult (De Wekker and Kossmann 2015). Therefore, 
multiple atmospheric parameters were plotted versus altitude to determine the ABL 
behavior for each vertical profile which was created by a NASA SARP aircraft ascent or 
descent. Abrupt changes between each of these parameters are interpreted to diagnose the 
ABL height in aircraft vertical profiles (Figure 2.4; Dai et al. 2014). As with “vertical” 
profiles from balloon radiosondes, vertical profiles created from aircraft ascents and 
descents are not truly vertical, but slantwise profiles which often trace a path on the 
ground of several kilometers since the NASA SARP research aircraft were only able to 
complete gradual climbs of a few meters per second (Figure 2.5; Dai et al. 2014; Connor 
2017). 
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Figure 2.4. Turbulence, potential temperature, water vapor, and methane/carbon dioxide 
enhancement ratio plotted versus altitude for an aircraft vertical profile over Los Angeles, 
California from NASA SARP 2018. ABL height was determined to be approximately 
550 m (Aknan 2019). 
 
 
Figure 2.5. Map of the ground paths of four vertical profiles from the first 24 June 2018 
NASA SARP flight. Vertical profile labeled “2” (purple) is portrayed in Figure 2.4. 
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The NASA SARP was unique among airborne science missions in that it was 
carried out in the same meteorological season over the same geographic region with 
similar suites of instruments for ten consecutive years allowing for consistent 
comparisons of ABL behavior to a meteorological season (Table 2.1; Table 2.2; Aknan 
2019; De Wekker and Kossmann 2015). 2009-2018 NASA SARP data was recorded at a 
temporal resolution of one Hz with data under the same principle investigator (PI) stored 
in the NASA Airborne Science Data for Atmospheric Composition Archive by individual 
research flight (Aknan 2019). All data was quality-controlled and quality-assured by the 
respective PIs with data that failed to meet quality standards flagged with a placeholder 
value (Aknan 2019). Flagged values were eliminated from analyses conducted in this 
study.  
All SARP research flights were based from the NASA Armstrong Flight Research 
Center in Palmdale, California and collected data primarily across southern and central 
California (Figure 2.6). As SARP’s principle investigators and student researchers have 
been split between three disciplinary themes of atmospheric chemistry, oceanography, 
and land use (Palacios et al. 2011), the common research objectives for SARP flights was 
usually to collect atmospheric, trace gas, or particulate particle data over urban, 
agricultural, coastal, and industrial areas in central and southern California resulting in a 
high percentage of SARP data being collected over the flat terrain of California’s Central, 
Coachella, and Imperial Valleys; the Los Angeles Basin; or the Pacific Ocean; (Figure 
2.6). However, transits between these areas, along with trips to wildfires in forested 
mountain ranges, allowed for collection of data over the complex terrain separating these 
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areas created many data points over mountainous areas often during aircraft ascents or 
descents. As ABL behavior over MT is poorly defined (De Wekker and Kossmann 2015), 
data collected over these areas constituted the focus of this project. 
 
 
Figure 2.6. Position data from the research aircrafts’ inertial navigation systems of 2009-
2018 NASA SARP flights over California with annotations. 
  
 In order to determine ABL behavior over MT, MT must be defined. This study 
used the definition of MT put forth by Meybeck et al. which posited that MT is defined 
by relief roughness (RR) values of more than or equal to 40 m/km (2001). Relief 
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roughness is further defined in Meybeck et al. as the difference between the maximum 
and minimum elevation of the land divided by half the longitudinal cell length at a 
resolution of 0.5º × 0.5º (2001).  
 The United States Geological Survey (USGS) 1/3 arc-second Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM) was used to calculate the RR for the 2009-2018 NASA SARP domain of 
California and Nevada (2018). The maximum and minimum elevation was then 
calculated for each 0.5º × 0.5º cell in ArcGIS Pro software from the USGS DEM 
(Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) 2018). The RR was calculated for 
each cell using a longitudinal cell length of 43.5 km, which was determined to be the 
average longitudinal cell length for the defined geographic domain of California and 
Nevada. Areas with a RR of greater than 40 m/km were then classified as mountainous 
(Figure 2.7). 
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Figure 2.7. MT defined by RR >= 40 (Meybeck et al. 2001) in the domain of 2009-2018 
NASA SARP flights. 
 
Data from each SARP flight were downloaded from the NASA data archive and 
processed via MATLAB software (MathWorks 2020). 2018 SARP data were processed 
using MATLAB version 9.5 software while the 2009-2017 SARP were processed using 
MATLAB version 9.6 and 9.7 software (MathWorks 2020). Data from the 2018 SARP 
were manipulated in much more manual manner than 2009-2017 SARP data as part of a 
pilot project on observing ABL heights using only 2018 SARP data (McKinney et al. 
2018).  
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For 2018 data, aircraft altitude was plotted versus time, the time of the inflection 
points were the aircraft began and ended ascents and descents were recorded, and then 
the flights were broken down into vertical profiles based on this manual analysis. The 
vertical profiles were then determined to be over MT by plotting the topography of the 
flight versus time as in Figure 2.2. The 2018 vertical profiles over manually determined 
to be over MT were validated to also be over MT defined by RR (Maybeck et al. 2001). 
Meteorological and trace gas concentrations and enhancement ratios were then plotted 
versus altitude to diagnose the ABL height for each vertical profile over MT in 
MATLAB. ABL heights versus terrain was then used to determine the ABL behavior (De 
Wekker and Kossmann 2015).  
For 2009-2017 data, data from each research flight were concatenated into a 
single master data file and then imported into ArcGIS Pro software (ESRI 2018). 
Considering that the average longitudinal cell length was 43.5 km, the USGS DEM had 
an average cell resolution of 8 m for the study area (2018; ESRI 2018). The 2009-2017 
data were then spatially joined with this high-resolution elevation data in ArcGIS Pro so 
that all data points would also contain the elevation data of the underlying topography 
(ESRI 2018). The 2009-2017 data were also spatially joined with the MT mask as 
Boolean values for each datum with a value of zero being assigned to non-MT, and a 
value of one being assigned to MT (Figure 2.7; Figure 2.8; ESRI 2018; Meybeck et al. 
2001). These data were then exported from ArcGIS Pro and imported into MATLAB for 
further processing. 
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Figure 2.8. 2009-2017 NASA SARP data points over MT. 
 
A MATLAB program then calculated the slope, dz/dt, of the flight altitude for 
each datum using the formula, 
ௗ௭
ௗ௧
= ௭೙ି௭೙శభ
ௗ௧
,     Eq. 9  
where zn is the flight altitude of a data point, and zn+1 is the flight altitude of the following 
point. Since the altitude of the SARP flights can be modeled as a continuous function, the 
second derivative of the altitude, dz2/dt, is the curvature of the altitude with values of 
zero representing inflection points in the flight altitude function (Larson et al. 2008). 
dz2/dt was calculated for each datum using the formula, 
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ௗ௭మ
ௗ௧
= ௗ௭೙ିௗ௭೙శభ
ௗ௧
,    Eq. 10  
where dzn is the first derivative of the flight altitude of a data point, and dzn+1 is the first 
derivative of the flight altitude of the following point.  
Moving averages were then computed in order to smooth out chaotic fluctuations 
in the data. Moving averages were then calculated for both dz/dt and dz2/dt using the 
generalized moving average calculation formula, 
𝑥 = ௫೙ା௫೙ା⋯ା௫೙షೖ
௞
,    Eq. 11  
where x is the variable for which a moving average was calculated and k is the period of 
the moving average determined empirically. For the moving average calculation of dz/dt, 
a k of 30 seconds was used, and for the moving average calculation of dz2/dt, a k of 5 
seconds was used.  
 A MATLAB program then enumerated the master file of 2009-2017 SARP points 
into unique vertical profiles by giving a set of points the same vertical profile 
identification number until an inflection point was reached. Vertical profiles which were 
shorter than twenty data points or had an average dz/dt of less than three meters per 
second were eliminated from the dataset of vertical profiles. Next, a program determined 
if any point within each vertical profile was over MT (Figure 2.8). For this study a 
vertical profile with any datum over MT as defined by Meybeck et al. 2001 was 
considered a MT vertical profile. The MT vertical profiles which had less than 300 m of 
difference in elevation were not considered in this study since shallower vertical profiles 
failed to capture the changes in air layers in enough detail to identify the ABL height 
(Figure 2.9; Dai et al. 2014). 
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Figure 2.9. 2009-2017 NASA SARP MT vertical profiles considered in this study. 
 
 Once this final set of MT vertical profiles was determined, potential temperature 
and water vapor were plotted versus altitude for each 2009-2017 NASA SARP MT 
vertical profile in MATLAB. The height of the ABL for each vertical profile was then 
determined following the methods in Dai et al. 2014 who found that the level of the 
greatest change in turbulence, potential temperature, and water vapor were highly 
correlated and could be used to discern the ABL height in aircraft vertical profiles. ABL 
heights for each vertical profile were determined visually since a single vertical profile 
could have multiple ABL heights since the research aircraft could fly in and out of the 
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ABL during an ascent or descent (McKinney et al. 2018). After the ABL heights were 
diagnosed, the flight altitude and underlying topography were plotted versus time for 
each vertical profile (Figure 2.10).  
  
Figure 2.10. Example of flight altitude (blue line) and underlying topography (black line) 
plotted versus time for a MT vertical profile created from 22 July 2009 NASA SARP in 
situ flight data. 
  
 Comparing the ABL height on a vertical profile’s flight altitude versus the 
underlying topography allowed for the classification of the ABL behavior for each 
vertical profile versus the idealized ABL behaviors over MT outlined by De Wekker and 
Kossmann (2015). De Wekker and Kossmann characterized ABL behaviors over MT into 
four categories based on the comparison of observed ABL heights and underlying 
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topography (Figure 2.11; 2015).  ABL behaviors over MT of can be hyper-terrain 
following (HT) with ABL heights much higher over mountains and much lower over 
valleys as in Figure 2.11 A, terrain following (TF) with ABL heights higher over 
mountains and lower over valleys as in Figure 2.11 B, flat (FL) with equal ABL heights 
across a landscape as in Figure 2.11 C, or contra-terrain following (CT) with ABL lower 
over mountains and higher over valleys as Figure 2.11 D (De Wekker and Kossmann 
2015).  
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Figure 2.11. Schematic illustration of four types of CBL top behavior: (A) hyper terrain 
following (HT), (B) terrain following (TF), (C) flat (FL), and (D) contra-terrain following 
(CT). The solid black line indicates ABL height, zi (taken from De Wekker and 
Kossmann 2015). 
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 Due to the diversity of the underlying terrain and atmospheric parameters used, 
identifying ABL heights and behavior has been more of a qualitative rather then purely 
quantitative method (Dai et al. 2014; De Wekker and Kossmann 2015). Figure 2.4 
provides an excellent example of the difficulty in discerning the ABL height even over 
non-MT since the turbulence and potential temperature atmospheric parameters would 
indicate an ABL height of 550 m while water vapor and ∆஼ுర
∆஼ைమ
 could indicate an ABL 
height of 700 m. Dai et al. 2014 constructed algorithms to quantitatively discern ABL 
heights from aircraft vertical profiles over the non-MT during the Boreal Ecosystem-
Atmosphere Study (BOREAS), and when the algorithm ABL heights were correlated 
with qualitatively ascertained via visual inspection, they found correlation coefficients of 
0.93. Following the methods of Dai et al. 2014, ABL height identifying algorithms were 
constructed to process the 2018 SARP data, but when compared to manually discerned 
ABL heights, the algorithm outputs failed to identify the correct ABL heights, especially 
over MT. The lower temporal resolution of the NASA SARP data of 1 Hz compared to 
the 25 Hz sample rate of the BOREAS data also likely contributed to the failure of these 
algorithms (Dai et al. 2014). Hence, ABL heights over MT were discerned manually by 
carefully comparing the atmospheric parameters in the aircraft vertical profiles. 
 Once ABL heights are identified, categorizing ABL behavior over MT is likewise 
qualitative. As the underlying topography and observed ABL heights were unique to each 
vertical profile, each plot was carefully compared versus idealized ABL behavior 
diagrams to categorize the ABL behaviors (De Wekker and Kossmann 2015). In this 
study, HT behavior was considered to be occurring when ABL heights over the ridges 
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were over twice the ABL heights over the surrounding valleys. TF behavior constituted 
ABL heights that were the same over both the ridges and valleys. FL behavior was 
considered when ABL heights over both mountains and valleys were within 100 m of the 
same height in altitude while CT behavior had ABL heights that were twice as high over 
valleys than over the surrounding ridges. 
Although atmospheric stability, synoptic conditions, and scale of the terrain are 
thought to exert an influence on the behavior of the ABL over MT, only general 
statements have been concluded (De Wekker and Kossmann 2015). Since this study 
sought to relate the influence of synoptic conditions to the ABL behavior over MT in 
California in the summers of 2009-2018, the synoptic patterns for this study period were 
categorized through self-organizing maps (SOMs). SOMs are a matrix of maps in which 
maps are grouped by a neural-network algorithm that calculates and outputs the 
distribution of a multidimensional climatic dataset (Sheridan and Lee 2011). A further 
description of the SOM methodology is provided by Sheridan and Lee 2011, p. 110-112. 
Maps at the four corners of the matrix represent the most extreme categories in terms of 
climatic variability and are the most diverse when compared to the maps at the other 
corners (Sheridan and Lee 2011). Figure 2.12 provides an example of a typical SOM 
synoptic analysis which categorized synoptic conditions associated with snowfall in 
South Africa (Stander et al. 2016).  
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Figure 2.12. Archetypal SOM showing sea level pressure (solid contours), 500-hPa 
geopotential heights (shaded) and 850-hPa temperatures lower than 6 °C (dotted/dashed 
contours) for 60 snow events in South Africa between 1981 and 2011 (taken from 
Stander et al. 2016). 
 
 For this synoptic analysis, SOMs were created using National Centers for 
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) data 
(Mesinger et al. 2006). NCEP NARR data was provided by the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Office of Atmospheric Research (OAR) Earth 
System Research Laboratory (ESRL) Physical Sciences Division (PSD), Boulder, 
Colorado from their Web site at https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/ (Mesinger et al. 2006). 
NARR is a “long-term, consistent, high-resolution climate dataset for the North 
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American domain, as a major improvement upon the earlier global reanalysis datasets in 
both resolution and accuracy” (Mesinger et al. 2006, p. 343). 
 SOMs categorizing the synoptic patterns for the study area of California were 
created from 2009-2018 NARR data. Synoptic patterns were processed into 5×2 SOMs 
for both 500-1000 hPa geopotential heights and mean sea level pressure (MSLP) in 
MATLAB at a daily resolution. Bar graphs were also created along with the SOMs to 
represent the calculated seasonality of each of the ten, categorized patterns of the SOMs. 
The synoptic pattern which occurred on each day a NASA SARP research flight was 
conducted was then categorized through the SOMs so that the ABL behavior over MT 
observed by these aircraft could be compared with the synoptic pattern. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 2009-2018 NASA SARP in situ research aircraft meteorological and GHG data, 
collected over MT, was assimilated into MATLAB and then plotted versus height to 
create approximately two hundred vertical profiles over MT, such as Figure 3.1. Flight 
altitude and underlying topography were additionally plotted versus time for each vertical 
profile over MT (Figure 2.10).  Since potential temperature, water vapor, and turbulence 
have been found to possess higher values in the ABL than the free troposphere, changes 
in the atmospheric variables versus height were used to diagnose the ABL height for each 
vertical profile (Figure 3.1; Dai et al. 2014). However, the aircraft was not found to 
transition from the ABL to the free troposphere, or vice versa, in about half of the 
generated vertical profiles as changes in the atmospheric variables were unable to identify 
the ABL height.  
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Figure 3.1. Potential temperature in Kelvin (blue line) plotted versus altitude in meters 
for a MT vertical profile created from 22 July 2009 NASA SARP in situ flight data. ABL 
heights were recorded at 1260 m, 2050 m, and 2500 m corresponding with the greatest 
changes in the slope of the potential temperature versus height. Data determined to be 
within ABL shaded. 
 
When the aircraft ascended or descended over MT, it sometimes transitioned in or 
out of the ABL multiple times during a single vertical profile allowing multiple ABL 
heights to be identified as in Figure 3.1. Plotting multiple atmospheric variables versus 
height proved to be helpful in discerning these ABL heights above MT. For a vertical 
profile created from a research flight over the San Bernardino Mountains (Figures 3.2 and 
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3.3), the aircraft exited the ABL upon entering a valley and reentered the ABL upon 
reaching the opposite slope as marked by the changes in potential temperature and water 
vapor.  
 
Figure 3.2. Potential temperature (blue line) and water vapor (green line) plotted versus 
altitude in meters for a MT vertical profile created from 21 July 2011 NASA SARP in 
situ flight data. ABL heights were recorded at 2770 m and 3200 m corresponding with 
the greatest changes in the slope of the potential temperature versus height. Data 
determined to be within ABL are shaded. 
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Figure 3.3. Flight altitude in m (blue line) and underlying topography (black line) plotted 
versus time for a MT vertical profile created from 21 July 2011 NASA SARP in situ 
flight data. 
 
This study was novel in that GHG enhancement ratios from aircraft vertical 
profiles were plotted versus height in order to determine ABL heights. For the 2018 
SARP, concentrations of CO, CO2, and CH4 were each recorded, and, hence, their 
concentrations could be intercompared via enhancement ratios (Table 2.2; Aknan 2019; 
Yokelson et al. 2013). Each enhancement ratio of these GHGs was plotted versus height 
in vertical profiles to assist in determining the ABL height for the 2018 data. Since the 
order of the gases being divided in an enhancement ratio calculation only yields its 
reciprocal and not a unique value (Eq. 4; Larson et al. 2008), three enhancement ratios 
were considered: CH4/CO2, CO2/CO, and CO/CH4 (Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6). 
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Figure 3.4. CH4/CO2 enhancement ratio versus height for an ascent over the Sierra 
Mountains on 26 June 2018 (Vertical Profile 192, Part I). ABL height calculated from 
turbulence and potential temperature was determined to be 2450 m. 
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Figure 3.5. Same as Figure 3.4 except for CO2/CO. 
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Figure 3.6. Same as Figure 3.4 except for CO/CH4. 
 
 After comparing these enhancement ratio vertical profiles for the 2018 SARP 
data, CH4/CO2 was determined to be the best discriminator of these enhancement ratios 
considered to find ABL heights. Since CO was often emitted in excessive amounts in 
wildfire smoke plumes that could vent above the ABL and the objective of this research 
was to identify ABL heights and behavior in MT where wildfires were more prevalent, 
the CO2/CO and CO/CH4 enhancement ratios were eliminated from the analysis. 
However, even the CH4/CO2 enhancement ratio often proved inconsistent with the ABL 
height identified by other established atmospheric parameters such as turbulence, 
potential temperature, and water vapor; therefore, CH4/CO2 enhancement ratios were 
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plotted for 2018 data, but provided little additional value in discerning ABL heights 
(Figure 2.4, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7). 
 
Figure 3.7. Turbulence, potential temperature, water vapor, and CH4/CO2 enhancement 
ratio plotted versus altitude at 1 Hz for aircraft vertical profile 192 over the central Sierra 
Nevada Mountains, California from 26 June 2018. ABL heights were determined to be 
approximately 2450 and 4100 m as the aircraft was determined to be in the free 
troposphere while over a valley during the ascent between these two elevations. 
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Figure 3.8. Flight altitude in m (blue line) and underlying topography (black line) plotted 
versus time for the MT vertical profile described in Figure 3.7. 
 
Having multiple ABL heights recorded in a single vertical profile as in Figure 3.1, 
3.2, and 3.7 allowed for the ABL heights to be compared with the elevation of the 
underlying topography (Figure 2.10, 3.3, and 3.8). Through this comparison, the ABL 
behavior over MT could be determined based on the behaviors categorized by De 
Wekker and Kossmann 2015 (Figure 2.11). ABL behavior over MT was categorized for 
all possible 2009-2018 NASA SARP in situ research aircraft vertical profiles. As 2017 
had no valid MT vertical profiles, the NASA C-23 Sherpa was determined to be a poor 
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tool for observing MT ABL behavior (Table 2.1 and 3.1). From the 197 MT vertical 
profiles analyzed, ABL behavior was determined for 36 vertical profiles listed in Table 
3.1. These ABL behavior observations were distributed across several mountain ranges 
across southern and central California, including: the Sierra Nevada, San Bernardino, San 
Emigdio, Transverse, and Coastal Ranges allowing for a description of ABL behavior 
over a variety of landforms (Figure 3.9).  
Table 3.1. Vertical profiles over MT from 2009-2018 NASA SARP from which ABL 
behavior were determined. 
ID Year Julian Day Time (Zulu) Average ABL Height (m) ABL Behavior 
1 2009 203 19 1480 TF 
5 2009 205 22 1330 TF 
7 2010 179 21 3070 TF 
8 2010 180 19 1980 TF 
13 2010 180 21 1020 HT 
14 2010 180 22 1280 HT 
18 2010 182 20 380 TF 
22 2011 178 20 1850 HT 
23 2011 178 20 2790 TF 
28 2011 180 24 1680 TF 
33 2011 182 23 2990 TF 
57 2012 179 18 1650 TF 
62 2012 179 23 2340 TF 
71 2013 168 23 1310 TF 
79 2013 169 21 1130 TF 
80 2013 169 21 1260 TF 
84 2013 170 21 3370 HT 
97 2014 174 23 2870 TF 
99 2014 174 25 4830 HT 
113 2014 176 17 2180 TF 
114 2014 176 17 2190 CT 
118 2015 173 15 2660 HT 
126 2015 174 19 1890 HT 
128 2015 174 22 2130 HT 
137 2015 174 26 2530 TF 
140 2015 175 22 3130 TF 
147 2015 175 23 1010 TF 
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148 2015 175 23 1010 TF 
168 2016 169 21 2620 TF 
181 2016 170 21 1620 TF 
192 2018 177 20 1400 TF 
193 2018 177 20 1280 TF 
194 2018 177 23 1500 HT 
195 2018 177 23 1440 HT 
196 2018 178 16 700 TF 
197 2018 178 16 550 TF 
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Figure 3.9. Locations of vertical profiles over MT from 2009-2018 NASA SARP from 
which ABL behavior were determined with topography (USGS 2019). 
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 Of the four ABL behaviors over MT, TF and HT were observed most during the 
2009-2018 NASA SARP (Figure 3.10). The average ABL height above ground level for 
these vertical profiles over MT was 1990 m and the sample standard deviation was 899 
m. When a simple linear regression was conducted on the average ABL heights for each 
observed behavior and time of day, a correlation coefficient (R) value of 0.2568 with a R2 
of 0.0660 was calculated meaning ABL heights are weakly correlated to the diurnal cycle 
over MT. Bianco et al. 2011 confirmed that the progression of California ABL heights 
follows a diurnal cycle being higher during the day and lower during the night which 
would have suggested a non-linear regression method. However, all the SARP flights and 
hence ABL behavior observations occurred between 8 a.m. and 7 p.m. local time during 
June or July (Table 3.1). Following the trends of Bianco et al. 2011, ABL heights would 
have increased during this period, and, therefore, a linear regression was used to correlate 
the effects of diurnal heating.  
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Figure 3.10. Categorization of 2009-2018 NASA SARP ABL behaviors over MT. 
 
 The remaining variability undescribed by the change in atmospheric stability due 
to daytime heating could then be due to synoptic factors, the scale of the terrain, or 
random variation (De Wekker and Kossmann 2015). As quantifying the complex 
interactions of MT and the ABL was outside the scope of this study, MT ABL behavior 
was compared with synoptic classifications through SOMs created from 2009-2018 
NARR data for the study area (Sheridan and Lee 2011; Mesinger et al. 2006; Figure 3.9). 
SOMs for California were created for both 1000-500 hPa geopotential heights (Z) in 
Figure 3.11 and MSLP in Figure 3.12.  
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Figure 3.11. SOM of 1000-500 hPa geopotential heights for California for 2009-2018. 
Each pattern is numbered and the seasonality of each pattern is shown above. The color 
of the bar graphs splits the bars into meteorological seasons, where blue bars are 
December, January, February (DJF), green is March, April, May (MAM), red is June, 
July, August (JJA), and yellow is September, October, November (SON). December is 
rearranged to be the first bar to group the seasons more appropriately. A dashed line on 
the first bar graph (pattern 1) represents the frequency in which the specific pattern 
occurs during each month.  
 
 
Figure 3.12. Same as Figure 3.11 except for MSLP and slightly more focused on 
California. 
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Overviewing these SOMs, strong synoptic ridging is represented by the 1000-500 
hPa Z pattern 1 with greater than 588 Z over southern California while pattern 10 
indicates strong troughing with the trough axis neutrally centered over the northern 
California coastline (Figure 3.11). For MSLP, pattern 10 represents the most intense 
synoptic ridging with an evident thermal low covering the Central and Imperial Valleys 
of California resulting from the ascent of warm air in a stable synoptic environment 
(Figure 3.12; Rohli and Vega 2018). Likewise, pattern 1 is an extreme troughing pattern 
with a surface low centered on the California/Arizona border (Figure 3.12). A continuum 
of synoptic patterns exists between these extremes of troughing and ridging (Figure 3.11 
and 3.12). 
 The synoptic conditions for each day a NASA SARP MT ABL behavior was 
observed were then binned into the SOM patterns for 1000-500 hPa Z and MSLP (Figure 
3.13 and 3.14). HT and FT ABL behaviors occurred over MT when synoptic ridging was 
present (Figure 3.11, 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14). TF was more associated with upper level 
pattern 1 while HT was more associated with upper level pattern 6 with upper level 
pattern 1 having a slightly stronger trough over southern California (Figure 3.11 and 
3.13). Both FT and HT were most associated with the MSLP pattern 4 where the thermal 
low is developing, but not as strong as in pattern 5 or 10 (Figure 3.12 and 3.14). 
According to the MSLP pattern frequencies in Figure 3.12, pattern 4 was most common 
in June which was coincident with most NASA SARPs while the strongest thermal lows 
of MSLP patterns 5 and 10 developing later in the summer in July through September 
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when the California dry season has longer to develop the intense thermal lows in the 
major valleys (Figure 3.9 and 3.14). 
 
Figure 3.13. Counts of 1000-500 hPa Z SOM patterns versus ABL behaviors for NASA 
SARP 2009-2018. 
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Figure 3.14. Counts of MSLP SOM patterns versus ABL behaviors for NASA SARP 
2009-2018. 
 
The anomalous CT ABL behavior was observed during a 1000-500 hPa Z pattern 
6 and a MSLP pattern 4 (Figure 3.11 and 3.13). This behavior occurred at 17:30 Z, which 
was 10:30 a.m. California Daylight Time, and occurred a few minutes after a TF ABL 
behavior was observed (Table 3.1).  As this CT behavior also occurred during a ridging 
synoptic pattern that usually coincided with HT or TF behavior, local terrain effects such 
as a mountain valley breeze could have caused the ABL to be higher over the valley and 
lower over the ridges. 
 Some additional potential sources of errors in this analysis include observer bias 
when calculating ABL heights, observer bias only being able to compare ABL heights in 
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June and July with SARP data, and systemic errors by differences in atmospheric 
variables being due to a change in the angle of ascent instead of ABL behavior. All 
efforts were made to maintain consistency when determining ABL heights following the 
established methodology discussed in Chapter 2; however, atmospheric variables are 
known to be affected by many different processes in MT (De Wekker and Kossmann 
2015). MATLAB algorithms were designed to automatically calculate ABL heights by 
computing the greatest time derivatives of each atmospheric variable as had previously 
been highly effective at discerning marine ABL heights (Dai et al. 2014). This automatic 
calculation method was found to be useless for this study since its ABL heights for MT 
were often inconsistent or unreasonable and because the algorithms was unable to resolve 
multiple MT ABL heights in a single vertical profile. Had the automatic calculation 
method had been successful it would have greatly reduced the observer bias, but 
introduced too many new errors to be effective at calculating MT ABL behaviors which 
was the objective of this study. 
 Inherent to the data, ABL behaviors over MT were only determined during the 
summer months when synoptic ridging developed (Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12). Had MT 
ABL behaviors been calculated over the study area during a different season, the ABL 
behavior distribution would have likely have been different and favored other ABL 
behaviors besides HT and FT. Previous research backs the hypothesis that ABL behavior 
is highly variable with synoptic conditions as Večenaj et al. observed CT ABL behavior 
via lidar in the Sierra Nevada Mountains during a ridging synoptic pattern in the Terrain-
Induced Rotor Experiment in 2006 (2011). 
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 In Dai et al. 2014, only airborne science missions in which diagnosing ABL 
heights via aircraft profiles were considered in their analysis. The research flights in these 
missions were hence designed to best capture vertical profiles by conducting aircraft 
ascents and descents at a smooth, constant rate in order to best capture variations in 
atmospheric variables with height caused by the ABL and not the aircraft (Dai et al. 
2014). As creating vertical profiles with an even rate of ascent or descent was not a 
primary objective for NASA SARP flights, many were choppy and created changes in the 
atmospheric data with height that appeared similar to ABL height fluctuations for a short 
duration surround the change the descent or ascent rate (Figure 2.2, 2.10, 3.1, 3.7, and 
3.8). Changes in atmospheric variables due to changes in descent or ascent rate were 
identified in each vertical profile, and vertical profiles in which the ABL height was 
undifferentiatable were eliminated from the analysis of MT ABL behavior.  
Attention to the potential sources of errors reduced the number of MT ABL 
vertical profiles from the 197 created with 2009-2018 NASA SARP data to the 36 in 
which ABL behavior could be effectively analyzed. Although this process of eliminating 
inconclusive data reduced the sample size of the analysis, quality of the samples was 
maintained. The consistency of this dataset then allows for conclusions to be drawn for 
the resulting ABL behavior over MT. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
2009-2018 NASA SARP in situ research aircraft data was used to determine ABL 
behavior over MT in California which were then compared with synoptic weather 
conditions. MT was calculated, and meteorological variables recorded during aircraft 
ascents and descents over MT were plotted versus height to create vertical profiles from 
which ABL heights were diagnosed. GHG enhancement ratios were also plotted versus 
height in MT vertical profiles, but using GHG enhancements to determine ABL height 
was most often inconclusive and was found to be an unreliable method to determine ABL 
heights.  
197 aircraft vertical profiles over MT were then generated for the 2009-2018 
NASA SARPs. From these profiles, the aircraft were found to cross from the ABL to the 
free troposphere or vice versa at least twice in 36 of these vertical profiles which allowed 
the ABL behavior over MT to be determined for each of these examples when compared 
with the underlying topography.  ABL behavior over MT was categorized as HT or TF 
for 35 of the 36 ABL behaviors analyzed.  
The average ABL heights of these MT vertical profiles were correlated with the 
time of day for each observation to estimate the influence of diurnal heating and 
associated atmospheric stability on the development of the ABL over MT. Linear 
regression yielded an R value of 0.2568 with a R2 of 0.0660. Considering that the ABL 
measurements were spatially diverse and that the synoptic conditions and topography 
could carry a greater influence, a weak correlation value for average ABL height versus 
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time of day was expected. The remaining unexplained variability in ABL behavior was 
attributed to synoptic conditions and terrain scale effects. 
Synoptic conditions for California from 2009-2018 were analyzed via 1000-500 
hPa Z and MSLP SOMs created from NARR data. Synoptic ridging occurred during each 
of the 2009-2018 NASA SARP research flights. Both HT and TF ABL behavior were 
favored when a strong MSLP, thermal low formed in the Central and Imperial Valleys 
and an upper level ridge was centered over California.  
This new knowledge of ABL behavior over MT during synoptic ridging can be 
now compared versus numerical weather and pollution modeling to assess the accuracy 
of their forecasts of this important parameter. Additionally, GHG monitoring sites are 
often located in or near MT (Figure 4.1). Therefore, knowing more about the ABL 
behavior can provide insights into whether these stations are making observations in the 
free troposphere or the ABL, ultimately better informing our knowledge of these 
important atmospheric constituents.  
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Figure 4.1. Locations of California Air Resources Board GHG monitoring sites versus 
MT (2020; ESRI 2018; USGS 2018). 
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APPENDIX A 
 
This appendix consists of the following table listing all 2009-2018 NASA SARP aircraft 
vertical profiles over MT analyzed in this study. Only the vertical profiles from which 
multiple ABL heights could be determined were used in this study with the additional 
vertical profile statistics being considered. ABL behaviors were untenable from the data 
for a variety of causes. In some research flights, a variable might have been missing 
which led to the ABL height or behavior remaining unidentified due to a lack of 
confidence. 
ID Year Julian 
Day 
Second Mean 
ABL 
Height 
ABL 
Behavior 
ABL 
Heights 
Observed 
1 2009 203 69685 1940 2 3 
2 2009 203 86160 -9999 0 0 
3 2009 203 89400 -9999 0 0 
4 2009 204 76700 -9999 0 0 
5 2009 205 77606 1330 2 1 
6 2010 179 69965 2400 0 1 
7 2010 179 75012 3070 2 2 
8 2010 180 66644 1980 2 2 
9 2010 180 72640 -9999 0 0 
10 2010 180 72991 690 0 1 
11 2010 180 73400 -9999 0 0 
12 2010 180 73690 -9999 0 0 
13 2010 180 74875 1020 1 3 
14 2010 180 80269 1280 1 3 
15 2010 180 85640 -9999 0 0 
16 2010 182 67312 1250 0 1 
17 2010 182 72952 -9999 0 0 
18 2010 182 73535 380 2 3 
19 2010 182 74680 -9999 0 0 
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20 2010 182 79694 1150 0 1 
21 2010 182 85915 1400 0 1 
22 2011 178 71020 1850 1 3 
23 2011 178 73180 2790 2 5 
24 2011 178 73554 -9999 0 0 
25 2011 180 63866 1100 0 1 
26 2011 180 70517 1100 0 1 
27 2011 180 71627 1960 0 1 
28 2011 180 86747 1680 2 3 
29 2011 182 63158 720 0 1 
30 2011 182 71522 1310 0 1 
31 2011 182 77201 1380 0 1 
32 2011 182 82620 -9999 0 0 
33 2011 182 82822 2990 2 2 
34 2011 182 82920 -9999 0 0 
35 2011 182 83509 -9999 0 0 
36 2011 182 87650 -9999 0 0 
37 2011 182 87914 1500 0 1 
38 2012 177 54997 1080 0 1 
39 2012 177 55526 -9999 0 0 
40 2012 177 58030 2450 0 1 
41 2012 177 60769 2710 0 1 
42 2012 177 65578 4700 0 1 
43 2012 177 79747 1710 0 1 
44 2012 177 82464 2900 0 1 
45 2012 177 86730 -9999 0 0 
46 2012 177 87130 -9999 0 0 
47 2012 178 57679 1150 0 1 
48 2012 178 58500 -9999 0 0 
49 2012 178 60500 -9999 0 0 
50 2012 178 64963 2350 0 1 
51 2012 178 77087 1600 0 1 
52 2012 178 80655 1010 0 1 
53 2012 179 55717 330 0 1 
54 2012 179 61269 970 0 1 
55 2012 179 62334 1450 0 1 
56 2012 179 62963 1520 0 1 
57 2012 179 64835 1650 2 3 
58 2012 179 66465 1220 0 1 
59 2012 179 75381 1560 0 1 
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60 2012 179 81760 -9999 0 0 
61 2012 179 81950 -9999 0 0 
62 2012 179 83125 2340 2 3 
63 2013 168 59520 -9999 0 0 
64 2013 168 73941 1970 0 1 
65 2013 168 77364 -9999 0 0 
66 2013 168 77458 -9999 0 0 
67 2013 168 77850 -9999 0 0 
68 2013 168 83220 -9999 0 0 
69 2013 168 83340 -9999 0 0 
70 2013 168 83769 970 0 1 
71 2013 168 83817 1310 2 3 
72 2013 169 53816 860 0 1 
73 2013 169 59400 -9999 0 0 
74 2013 169 60286 500 0 1 
75 2013 169 60827 700 0 1 
76 2013 169 61063 920 0 1 
77 2013 169 62129 1100 0 1 
78 2013 169 75223 1690 0 1 
79 2013 169 76000 1130 2 3 
80 2013 169 76218 1260 2 2 
81 2013 169 76600 -9999 0 0 
82 2013 169 81929 -9999 0 0 
83 2013 169 82220 -9999 0 0 
84 2013 170 75303 3370 1 3 
85 2013 170 82410 -9999 0 0 
86 2013 170 82600 -9999 0 0 
87 2013 170 86800 -9999 0 0 
88 2013 170 88600 -9999 0 0 
89 2013 170 89771 1360 0 1 
90 2014 174 60456 920 0 1 
91 2014 174 63950 -9999 0 0 
92 2014 174 64339 1040 0 1 
93 2014 174 66710 1010 0 1 
94 2014 174 67500 -9999 0 0 
95 2014 174 82202 730 0 1 
96 2014 174 84050 1750 0 1 
97 2014 174 84349 2870 2 4 
98 2014 174 89500 -9999 0 0 
99 2014 174 90047 4830 1 5 
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100 2014 174 90500 -9999 0 0 
101 2014 175 58158 1010 0 1 
102 2014 175 58600 -9999 0 0 
103 2014 175 60812 860 0 1 
104 2014 175 62186 1150 0 1 
105 2014 175 68188 2050 0 1 
106 2014 175 82478 1490 0 1 
107 2014 175 83326 1080 0 1 
108 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 0 0 
109 2014 176 53941 1120 0 1 
110 2014 176 54650 -9999 0 0 
111 2014 176 59750 -9999 0 0 
112 2014 176 60573 2470 0 0 
113 2014 176 61763 2180 2 3 
114 2014 176 62250 2190 4 3 
115 2014 176 67976 2420 0 1 
116 2014 176 76561 3680 0 1 
117 2014 176 77061 1720 0 1 
118 2015 173 54602 2660 1 3 
119 2015 173 59815 2450 0 1 
120 2015 173 61335 2020 0 1 
121 2015 173 67983 3700 0 1 
122 2015 174 64484 2260 0 1 
123 2015 174 65103 -9999 0 0 
124 2015 174 66016 2470 0 1 
125 2015 174 67644 2680 0 1 
126 2015 174 68528 1890 1 3 
127 2015 174 75530 1620 0 1 
128 2015 174 80431 2130 1 3 
129 2015 174 81408 2600 0 1 
130 2015 174 81800 -9999 0 0 
131 2015 174 81970 -9999 0 0 
132 2015 174 82300 -9999 0 0 
133 2015 174 83371 2420 0 1 
134 2015 174 86767 1380 0 1 
135 2015 174 89400 -9999 0 0 
136 2015 174 89800 -9999 0 0 
137 2015 174 92362 2530 2 3 
138 2015 174 93196 2100 0 1 
139 2015 175 77562 1980 0 1 
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140 2015 175 79022 3130 2 3 
141 2015 175 79700 -9999 0 0 
142 2015 175 80050 -9999 0 0 
143 2015 175 80680 -9999 0 0 
144 2015 175 81200 -9999 0 0 
145 2015 175 81300 -9999 0 0 
146 2015 175 81450 -9999 0 0 
147 2015 175 81825 1010 2 3 
148 2015 175 82237 1010 2 2 
149 2015 175 83250 -9999 0 0 
150 2015 175 83450 -9999 0 0 
151 2015 175 83720 -9999 0 0 
152 2015 175 84200 -9999 0 0 
153 2015 175 84380 -9999 0 0 
154 2015 175 84700 -9999 0 0 
155 2015 175 84860 -9999 0 0 
156 2015 175 85700 -9999 0 0 
157 2015 175 86150 -9999 0 0 
158 2015 175 86306 1830 0 1 
159 2015 175 88143 2200 0 1 
160 2016 169 63006 -9999 0 0 
161 2016 169 63400 -9999 0 0 
162 2016 169 63570 2480 0 1 
163 2016 169 64325 2520 0 1 
164 2016 169 69300 -9999 0 0 
165 2016 169 70550 -9999 0 0 
166 2016 169 71247 2010 0 1 
167 2016 169 72323 1690 0 1 
168 2016 169 74363 2620 2 3 
169 2016 169 75635 2930 0 1 
170 2016 169 75968 2120 0 1 
171 2016 169 76900 -9999 0 0 
172 2016 169 77200 -9999 0 0 
173 2016 169 78208 1990 0 1 
174 2016 170 61398 2200 0 1 
175 2016 170 61484 2790 0 1 
176 2016 170 64345 2450 0 0 
177 2016 170 65180 -9999 0 0 
178 2016 170 65550 -9999 0 0 
179 2016 170 74508 980 0 1 
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180 2016 170 75103 880 0 1 
181 2016 170 77222 1620 2 3 
182 2016 170 78200 -9999 0 0 
183 2017 177 57200 -9999 0 0 
184 2017 177 69385 600 0 1 
185 2017 177 70400 -9999 0 0 
186 2017 177 73200 560 0 1 
187 2017 177 83550 -9999 0 0 
188 2017 177 84400 -9999 0 0 
189 2017 178 56401 810 0 1 
190 2017 178 60551 1290 0 1 
191 2017 178 61200 -9999 0 0 
192 2018 177 72058 1400 2 2 
193 2018 177 72835 1280 2 2 
194 2018 177 81302 1500 1 2 
195 2018 177 81734 1440 1 2 
196 2018 178 58320 700 2 2 
197 2018 178 58579 550 2 2 
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APPENDIX B 
 
This appendix consists of the plots of atmospheric variables versus altitude for each 
vertical profile used to determine the ABL behavior over MT. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
This appendix consists of the plots of flight altitude and topography versus time for each 
vertical profile used to determine the ABL behavior over MT.
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ABBREVIATIONS 
 
ABL--atmospheric boundary layer 
AIMMS-20--Aircraft-Integrated Meteorological Measurement System 
AMS--American Meteorological Society 
BOREAS--Boreal Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study 
C—Celsius 
cp—specific heat of dry air at constant pressure 
CO--carbon monoxide  
CO2--carbon dioxide  
CH4--methane  
CRDS--cavity ring-down spectroscopy 
CT--contra-terrain following 
DEM--Digital Elevation Model  
dTurb--turbulence normalized by the change in flight altitude 
DJF--December, January, February 
dz/dt—slope of the flight altitude 
dz2/dt--second derivative of the altitude 
Eq.--equation 
ESRI--Environmental Systems Research Institute 
ESRL--Earth System Research Laboratory 
FL--flat  
GHG--greenhouse gas 
hPa—hectopascals 
HT—hyper-terrain following 
ID—identification number 
INS--inertial navigation system 
JJA--June, July, August 
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k--period of the moving average 
K--Poisson constant/Kelvin 
lidar--light detection and ranging 
m--meters 
MAM--March, April, May 
MMS--Meteorological Measurement System 
MSL--mean sea level 
MSLP--mean sea level pressure 
MT--mountainous terrain 
n—count variable 
NARR--North American Regional Reanalysis 
NASA—National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
NCEP--National Centers for Environmental Prediction 
NOAA--National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  
OAR--Office of Atmospheric Research 
p--total pressure/pressure 
pwv--partial pressure of water vapor 
p0--reference pressure; 1,000 hPa 
PI—principle investigator 
ppb--parts per billion 
ppm—parts per million 
PPMv--parts per million volume water vapor 
PSD--Physical Sciences Division 
R—correlation coefficient 
Rd--gas constant for dry air 
RR—relief roughness 
SARP—Student Airborne Research Program 
SOM--self-organizing map 
SON--September, October, November 
STP—standard temperature and pressure 
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TAT--total air temperature 
TF--terrain following 
u-component—along the east-west axis 
USGS--United States Geological Survey 
v-component—along the north-south axis 
w-component—along the vertical axis 
x--variable for which a moving average was calculated 
Z--geopotential height 
Zulu—Greenwich Mean Time 
zi—atmospheric boundary layer height 
∆--enhancement 
θ--potential temperature 
𝜗—component variable 
 
